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the duchy of the Franks east of the Rhine. West of the
Rhine another Frankish duchy came into being—Lorraine—
which was for some time an object of keen rivalry between
the Eastern and Western Frankish Kings, Its name recalled
the old kingdom of Lothar II, and it contained the old
family domain of the Carolingians including Charlemagne's
favourite town of Aix. The ruler to whose kingdom it was
attached could feel that he had entered into the inheritance
of Charlemagne. Though derived from the same tribe as
Franconia, it was entirely distinct as a duchy. The German
kingdom, to which it soon adhered, was thus a federation of
four tribes or of five tribal duchies. In each duchy the dukes
owed their position to the tribe and not to the king. They
held high office, but not of his creation. They took an oath
of fealty to him as king, not as feudal overlord; and they
would brook no interference within their duchies, where they
governed supreme. And so they interposed themselves
between the king and his officials; margraves and counts
remained, but tended to become ducal officials rather than
royal.
The Church There is another important distinction between France
n France an(j Germany, The Church was a pre-barbarian institution
Germany ^ France. The bishops were numerous and individually not
very powerful. But they had shown their independence as
a united body, and the Church in France had played an
important part, claiming a say in the government, especially
under Louis the Pious. In Germany, the Church was of
comparatively recent formation. Bishoprics were created as
the work of conversion proceeded, but they were few and
the dioceses were consequently of considerable extent. The
authority of the German bishops was therefore much greater
than that of the French, but at the same time they had no
tradition of ancient independence to recall. They had always
been subject to lay control, and when the tribal duchies came
into being, the dukes sought to exercise over the bishops in
their duchies the control formerly exercised by the kings.
This happened in France also, and in both countries the
united episcopate was royalist in sympathy, from conviction
and from self-interest. But in France the individual bishops
were of less importance, and the Papacy under Nicholas I
by subordinating them to itself had reduced their corporate

